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A question
which has been debated by th e accounting
profession
for
decades is whether there exists
a single set of correct
rules for use in
reporting
'tr ue income' whic h would enable comparability
i n repor ting
for all firms to be achieved . Those who believe
a ' true income' figure
does exist,
advance their position
by attempting
to reduce choices among
alternatives
.
Not infrequently
the debate centers
around the matching principle,
i.e.,
the timing of recognition
of an exper1se.
Accounting has its basis in
the accrual
system . It does not necessarily
convey cash inflows and
outflows of the current period so much as it seeks to serve as a
predictor
of future cash flows . Matching expense via systematic
and
rational
allocation
to related
revenues when they are realized
is
appropriate
and accep table in the accrual
system . Thus t he question
often arises
as to whether management should capitalize
a given item
with amorti zat i on over a specified
life or whether manag ement should
charge the entire
item to income for the current
period
(immediate
recognition)
. This argument is characterized
as the debate over
existence
of a 'tr ue income' f i gure on a per year basis.
The thread of this argument is repeated
constantly
throughout
the
Statements
of Financial
Accounting Concepts.
It is couched in the
phrase "The primary focus of financial
reporting
is information
abou t an
enterprise's
performance
provided by measures of earnings
and its
appears in Object ives of
components."[4,
p. 21) This theme, which first
Financial
Reportin1s
hy Bus iness Enterprises,
the first
concepts
statement,
is repeated
throughout
the series . Determination
of earnings
involves
the examination
of its two components;
revenue and expense . At
issue here is the appropriate
recognition
of expenses which le ad to t he
determination
of earnings . In Statements
of Financial
Concepts No. 2,
the Board elaborates
on the posit i on it will ult imate ly take in a
discussion
of comparability
.
Information
about a particular
enterprise
gains greatly
in
usefulness
if it can be compared with similar
information
about other enterprises
and with similar
information
about
the same enterprise
for some other period or some other point
in time.
Comparability
between enterprises
.•. increases
the
informational
value of comparisons
of relative
economic
opportunities
or performance. [5 , p. xii)
In explanation

of its

position,

the Board states:

The difficulty
in making financial
comparisons
among enterprises
because of the use of different
accounting
methods
has been accepted
for many years as t he principal
reason

at the FASB describes
the issue this way:
A second basic issue to be addressed
in establishing
a
conceptual
framew ork is:
Should the determination
of
financial
position--that
is the measurement of assets
and liabilities
-- deterrnine inc ome? That can be called
a balance sheet or asset and liability
approach.
Or
should the measurement of income --th at is, the process
of matching costs and revenues- - determine
the balances
that are necessarily
carried
forward in the balance
sheet?
That can be called an income statement
or revenue
and expense approach.
It is extremely
important
to recog nize that the issue is not whether the balance sheet or
income statement
is the more important
statement.
Rather ,
t he issue is whether the process of income determination
should be based on a systematic
matching of costs and
revenues or on a measurement of the c hang e in net assets.
(7,

p . 173]

Supporting
the revenue/expense
position
is W.B. Coutts.
In an early
treatise
he observed that accounting
has traditionally
held assets
to be
an accumulation
of "costs deferred
for matching against
subsequent
re venues."[3,
p . 36] Contrary to t he current
position
of the FASB, Coutts
asserts
that assets
are not simply tangible
productive
elements but also
the costs incurred
to bring then to the point where they are capable of
producing revenue.
This position
i$ in concert with the histor ical cost
model in contrast
to the asset/liability
position
of th e Board which
seems to connote some idea of wealth subject
matter.
EXHIBIT

1

SUBJECT MATTER

MEASUREMENT

Historical
Cost----------------historical
exchanges

Nominal Dollars

Current Value - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - wealth

Constant

Dollars

The model above indicates
via the solid arrow that f inancia l s t atements
present
the results
of tra nsaction s or exchanges at historical
cost and
measure these transactions
in nominal dollars . Although financial
statements
are supplemented
with information
in constant
dollars,
another appropriate
way to measure exchanges or completed transactions,
such information
is additional.
Current value,
which identifies
the
wealth of the firm, can be measured in either
nominal or constant
dollars
as well but is not an integral
part of the financial
statements .
Thus, the only acceptable
presentation
for primary financial
statements
is to report assets
at historical
cost measured in nominal dollars.

A basic element
found in Exhibit

of this
2.

historical

cost

model

is the

matching

hierarchy

EXHIBIT 2
MATCHINGHIERARCHY
HISTORI CAL COST MODEL

1)

Cause and Effect

2)

Systematic

3)

Immediate

ASSOCIATIVE
and Rational
Recognition

EXPEDIENT

As indicated
above, historical
cost income determination
utilizes
expense reco gnition
principles
which associate
a cost which has been
used up with revenues
in some way, either
by cause and effect
or by a
systematic
and rational
amortization
process.
In the historical
cost
model, immediate recognition
is used as an expedient
approach to
expensing
costs in those cases in which no cause and effect
relationship
can be discerned
and systematic
allocation
to , future
time periods
is not
warranted
because the cost possesses
no future
benefit
or such benefit
is extreme l y tenuous.
Consequently,
the historica
l cost model endorses
the systematic
method of matching costs against
revenues
as a better

basis

for the determination

expedient

of income than the immediate recognition

.

In the latest
Exposure Draft for the Conceptual
Framework project,
Recognition
and .M
easureme nt in Financial
Statements
of Business
Ente rprises,
the FASB is attempting
to avoid a direct
confrontation
on the
asset/liability
v. revenue/expense
by avoiding
the matching principle
by
name . In fact,
it appears
that the Board would prefer
to drop the term
' matching'
from the language o f accounting.
If matching
is dropped from
accounting
termino logy, ceteris
paribus,
it wi ll disappear
from
accounting
theory as well.
It was probably
with this in mind that the
Board, in providing
"further
guidance
for recognition
of expenses
and
losses",
(6, p. 24 ] is attempting
to refocus
the theory of accounting
along the lines of the economic concept of wealth.
The end result
of
their
efforts
is an attempt :
1 ) to restruct
ur e the hierarchy
along those lines of emphasis which
conform to the asset/liability
approach,
i.e.
in their
new order of
importance,
cause and effect,
immediate recognition
and finally
systematic
a nd rational
allocation
;
2) to identi:y
the hierarchy
as consumption
of benefits
(rather
than
matching)
which th e Board defines
as a means "intend ed to recognize
the
consumption
(using up) of economic benefits
and occurrence
or discovery
of loss o f future
economic benefits
during a period."
[6 , p . 24]
The reali t ies of real world accounting
cannot be so easily
contravened
.
I t is extreraely
doubtful
that the corporate
world and the account ing
profession
which serves it will agree to relinquish
access to the right

